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Know where your personnel are when it counts

n Eliminate redundant manual operations

n Real-time personnel tracking
n Optimal bunk utilizations

n Max POB and safe manning level controls

n HSSE compliance 
n Rapid emergency response

iLogistics POB-Check In App supports offline capability to 
scan QR code/smart badge/passive RFID/NFC tags to track 
POB at remote field vessels and deep water fields where 
internet connectivity is intermittent or unavailable. Simply 
scan the QR code/smart badge during entry/exit of personnel 
on vessel/helicopter to unmanned assets. The app syncs the 
data automatically back to iLogistics technology platform 
when brought to locations with internet connectivity.

Real time Personnel-On-Board (POB) tracking offers end to 
end POB visibility through IOT integration, utilizing signals 
from wearables, QR codes and smart badge/RFID/NFC tags. 
Know at all times, details of POB at manned and unmanned 
assets.

Remote Offline Connectivity: 

iLogistics Personnel- On- Board module offers the most 
advanced accommodation management platform to manage 
arrivals, departures and accommodation of personnel at work 
sites.  Achieve operational excellence with POB planning, 
rotation scheduling, automated crew rostering, e-mustering 
and real-time personnel tracking at offshore rigs, platforms, 
vessels and FPSOs. 

End-To End POB Visibility: 
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Easy POB Planning: 
POB planning allows for accurate POB forecasting and optimal 
bunk allocations to ensure that safe manning levels are always 
under control. Scenario planning based on planned crew 
arrivals and departures by helicopters & boats makes it easy 
to manage disruptions caused by severe weather and delays. 
When offshore bunk capacity is not enough and high priority 
personnel have to be accommodated, low priority personnel 
already at the offshore platforms are easily identified and 
moved to the onshore camp or field accommodation vessels.

Crew transfer between vessels and offshore assets are made 
safe and efficient with effective planning. Frog (personnel 
basket) scheduling ensures that safe manning levels at 
offshore platforms are always under control and considers 
operational constraints like weather, wind speed, visibility and 
sea/swell height.

The centralized incident command and control center 
dashboard gives a consolidated view of POB on all offshore 
assets. Configurable evacuation priorities, essential personnel 
classification, automated helicopter & crew boat allocations 
and centralized dashboards enable the offshore installation 
manager and response teams to coordinate effectively during 
emergencies Assess your emergency preparedness with 
hurricane and emergency evacuation drills. Enable effective 
evacuation & emergency management practices.

Rapid Emergency Response: 

Machine learning algorithms enable automatic generation of 
crew rotation schedules (including daily crews, 5X2, 14X14, 
28X28 rotations) and journey bookings from integrated 
activity plans. Crew rotation schedules up to several months 
are generated in advance and flexible to incorporate last 
minute adjustments. Automated roster with daily list of 
personnel.

Safe Personnel Transfer By Frogs:

Automated Crew Schedules: 

Automated POB Management: 
Automated allocation of bunks, muster points, jobs, shifts, 
emergency roles, and lifeboats based on permanent or 
planned allocations. Multi-modal logistics integration with 
aviation, marine and land modules ensures seamless 
information flow for better planning and tracking of passenger 
movement.

Make optimal use of the limited bunk capacities available with 
bunk capacity forecasting, warning alerts on potential 
exceeding of forecasted manning levels, special exceptional 
approvals by installation managers and bunk maintenance 
planning. 

Improved HSSE Compliance:

Optimal Bunk Utilization:

Keep track of configurable field metrics like daily POB count, 
extended stays, certification non- compliance, people on 
platform time, man hours, and visited assets.

Ensure strict compliance to offshore Health, Safety, Security 
and Environment (HSSE) standards by enforcement of 
compliance to policies on Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE), Max Stay Duration, Drug & Alcohol Policy, Minimum Rest 
Period, Medical, HUET, BOSIET, Max PoB, Safe manning levels, 
and safety courses/certificate validations. Efficient incident 
profiling and risk assessment matrices help to reduce 
exposure hours and LTIs. 

Reliable POB Metrics:

Achieve logistics and POB process excellence through end-to-
end integrated personnel logistics management by air 
(helicopters & charter flights), sea (crew boats, surfers) & land 
(train, bus, car), and POB management (camp, hotel, offshore 
platforms).

Multi-level Travel Authorizations:
Configure multilevel mobile based approvals by field 
coordinators and installation managers through business rule 
settings to manage exception scenarios like undertaking non-
core personnel travel  when bunk availability is limited or while 
extending the stay of personnel beyond approved stay 
duration.

Integrated Logistics and POB Management:
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